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The program code for modeling the processes of special relativistic hydrodynamics is briefly described in the paper. The code is based on the author’s library IPANEMA (I’m PArallel NEsted
Mesh librAry) – the implementation of nested grids for architectures with shared and distributed
memory. A brief description of a subset of the library for working with shared memory is presented in the paper. The results of numerical simulation of the central interaction of a relativistic
jet with a dense gas cloud at various jet speeds are presented. A jet moves through a dense uniform gas and collides with a gas cloud, whose density exceeds ten times the background gas. The
mechanism of dense clouds destruction when exposed to it by a relativistic jet is presented.
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1. Introduction

2. The numerical model
To describe special relativistic hydrodynamics, we use the following primitive variables: ρ is
density, ⃗v is velocity vector, and p is pressure. Let us introduce a special enthalpy h defined by the
equation (2.1):
γ p
h = 1+
,
(2.1)
γ −1 ρ
where γ is the adiabatic index. The sound speed cs is determined by the equation (2.2):
c2s = γ

p
.
ρh

(2.2)

In the present paper, we take the sound speed c ≡ 1. In this case the Lorenz factor, Γ, is defined by
the equation (2.3):
1
1
Γ= √
=√
(2.3)
.
1 − v2
1 − (v/c)2
Thus, the velocity modulus must not exceed unity.
Let us introduce the following conservative variables: D = Γρ is relativistic density, M j =
Γ2 ρ hv j is relativistic momentum, where v j are the components of the velocity vector ⃗v, j = 1, 2, 3,
and E = Γ2 ρ h − p is total relativistic energy. In this case, the special relativistic hydrodynamic
equations in the form of conservation laws may be written as [12]:

∂ D ∂ (Dvk )
+
= 0,
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∂ xk
1

(2.4)
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The Relativistic Extragalactic Jets are important for energy and mass transfer from active core
of galaxies into external environment. The mechanism of jets interaction with dense gas clouds is
even more important task, since such interaction can significantly change flow direction and start
the process of star formation in shocked clouds. Ultimately, it may be possible to explain the basic
formation mechanism of the morphology of extragalactic radiojets [1].
A great number of works is devoted to the interaction of jets with the environment. Thus, the
morphology of the nonrelativistic [2, 3, 4, 5] and the relativistic interaction of the jets with the
clouds [6, 7], with the intracluster medium [8], with the star wind [9, 10] and with galaxy [11]. In
this paper, we consider an idealized central collision of a jet with a dense cloud at various collision
speeds. Let us find out how much the collision speed affects the evolution of a dense cloud.
In the second section, the equations of special relativistic hydrodynamics are presented and
the method for numerical solution is briefly described. The third section describes the capabilities
of the IPANEMA author’s library, which implements the functionality of nested grids for shared
memory architectures. The results of code performance studies on IBM Power 9 processors are
also presented in third section. The fourth section describes the formulation of the problem of jet
interaction with dense gas cloud. The results of computational experiments are also presented in
fourth section. The fifth section concludes.
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∂ E ∂ (E + p) vk
+
= 0.
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(2.6)

Note that in the numerical method the calculations are performed in the conservative variables D,
M j , and E taking into account the nonlinear relationship between the conservative variables and
the primitive ones, ρ , v, and p. A special recovery procedure for the primitive variables and some
details of numerical method can be found in papers [13, 14, 15].

The calculation scheme using nested meshes is shown in the figure (1) and described in details
in [16]. The nested mesh is a structured object that was implemented in the IPANEMA author’s
Time < Tmax

FORALL root cells
Riemann solver on root cells interfaces

FORALL root cells
FORALL nested cells
Riemann solver on internal interfaces

FORALL root cells
FORALL nested cells
Godunov scheme implementation

Figure 1: The Code Architecture

library using the BinaryNestedMesh C ++ class. The representation of nested grids using dynamic
arrays is encapsulated into class. Note that each nested grid is cubic with a size equal to 2k , where
k > 1. In addition, two adjacent nested grids differ each other in size by no more than two. To
represent a three-dimensional array, we use a one-dimensional array of the appropriate size and the
inline private index function to determine the effective index. We describe the main methods of the
class that allow you to organize calculations using nested grids:
1. The constructor of the BinaryNestedMesh class takes the size of the root grid as an input and
creates a root grid in the form of an array of pointers to nested grids and an integer array to
store the sizes of all nested grids - a portrait of nested grids.
2. The destructor of the BinaryNestedMesh class, which frees up all the allocated RAM.
3. The GetRootMeshSize method returns the size of the nested grid along each dimension.
2
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3. The shared memory implementation
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4. The SetNestedMeshSize method sets the size of the corresponding nested grid.
5. The GetNestedMeshSize method returns the size of the corresponding nested grid.
6. The CreatePortrait method allocates memory for all nested grids defined by the portrait. By
the time this method is called, the dimensions of all nested grids must be set. By default, the
dimensions of all nested grids are set to one.
7. The operator () - ” brackets ” returns the contents of the cell by the indices of the root and
the corresponding nested grid.

Such set of methods makes it possible to implement the procedure of piecewise polynomial reconstruction of a solution. It means solution of the problem of disintegration of a gap and implementation of the Godunov scheme. A more detailed realization of the IPANEMA library and the
BinaryNestedMesh class will be discussed in another publication.
A study of nested grids implementation using nested grids of the same size on IBM Power
9 processors showed that 60-fold acceleration on 196 threads can be achieved. A 42x speed with
64 threads can be obtained when using only 25 percent of the nested meshes of large size. If an
additional 10 percent of the nested grids is doubled, then 34-fold acceleration is achieved when
using 48 threads. Such high acceleration rates became possible when using the two-level method
of computing distribution using OpenMP tools: loop task + parallel for.

4. The interacting of relativistic jet with dense cloud
Let us simulate a galactic jet of density ρJ = 10−1 cm−3 and radius RJ = 200 parsec. The jet
has the following properties:
1. The low relativistic case with Lorenz factor Γ = 5.
2. The relativistic case with Lorenz factor Γ = 10.
3. The ultra relativistic case with Lorenz factors Γ = 100.
the temperature of the galactic atmosphere TA = 107 K, and the density ρA = 1 cm−3 . The adiabatic
index γ is taken to be equal to 5/3. The density of dense cloud ρC = 10 cm−3 . Figures (2) show the
results of a simulation of jet evolution in all cases. It can be seen from the figures, that in fact at
any jet-speed the dense cloud is destroyed. With an increase in the Lorentz factor to Γ = 100, the
front of the dense cloud is destroyed more significantly. The spherical symmetry of the dense cloud
is lost at the moment of collision. With a small Lorentz factor Γ = 5, the impact region is limited
and the rest of the cloud does not lose its symmetry. It can be seen from the figure (3) that in the
ultra-relativistic regime of jet is injected significantly into the cloud. The ultra-relativistic density
contours significantly deviate from the circle in the region of the jet – cloud interaction boundary.
In the case of a relativistic jet, such a deviation also exists, but less. In the case of a low relativistic
3
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8. The GetNeighbors method returns the number and contents of neighboring cells in a given
direction. The method does not return more than four neighboring cells due to restrictions
on the size ratio of neighboring nested cells.
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Figure 2: The density isolines for low relativistic (upper), relativistic (median), and ultra relativistic (down)
cases.

jet, the density contours differ from the circle only in the impact region and do not change their
spherical shape. From the simulation results, we can conclude that with an increase in the Lorentz
factor, the inner part of the cloud is destroyed along with the shell.

5. Conclusion
The code for modeling the processes of special relativistic hydrodynamics is briefly described.
To implement operations on working with nested grids, the author’s IPANEMA library and the
BinaryNestedMesh class were developed. The main class methods are presented in the paper.
Acceleration of program implementation was achieved 34x up to 60x depending on grid uniformity.
4
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Figure 3: The compare of density isolines for low relativistic (black lines), relativistic (red lines), and ultra
relativistic (blue lines) cases.

The model problem of the central interaction of a relativistic jet with a dense gas cloud at various
jet speeds has been experimentally investigated. The destruction of dense clouds when exposed to
it by a relativistic jet is shown.
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